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GEODIS in Poland recognized as a Logistics Leader
Leading global logistics provider GEODIS’s operation in Poland has received Logistics Leader
Award in Logistics Operator of the Year research program. Results of an independent survey of
leading operators’ customers throughout Poland confirms GEODIS position in the top rank once
again.
Award program organizers Data Group Consulting (DGC) and the publication Eurologistics made the
announcement of the winners at a ceremony in Warsaw on the evening of the 17th November. The award
is presented to operators who perform outstandingly in a rigorous survey of customers, who were
interviewed in-depth on their experiences of the services offered by the operator during the course of the
year.
“We value this award in particular,” said Olivier Royer, CEO of GEODIS Road Transport, “As only the
logistics operators aspiring to the highest standards of service are confident enough to participate in the
research program. We are being judged by our own customers, which is the only true assessment of our
success that we value. We are proud therefore to be a Logistics Leader .”
This award is the result of a logistics operators’ customers satisfaction study, which provides information
on the scope and quality of logistics services offered in the Polish market. For the last twenty years the
study has been conducted by DGC and the Eurologistics Publishing House. A ranking of companies
enjoying the greatest trust of customers is created. Many of the winning company’s management
elements are evaluated: competitive potential, comprehensiveness of logistics services offered, standard
of service in the assessment of key clients and in the assessment of all customers, and similarly an
assessment of both customer groups as to which are market leaders.
“This year GEODIS was celebrated in the category of Team's credibility in customers' assessment”, noted
Olivier Royer. “This underlines our strength in the Polish market which has been much enhanced by the
integration of Road Network organization (former PEKAES) over the past two years. Our people should
be applauded as this award references the quality of the service they provide in meeting the expectations
of our customers. The award program’s unique approach illustrates the market position of each company
as their clients not only have the opportunity to assess the importance of each aspect of service, but also
have a free choice to indicate which company best meets their expectations.”

GEODIS – www.geodis.com
GEODIS is a leading global logistics provider acknowledged for its expertise across all aspects of the supply chain.
As a growth partner to its clients, GEODIS specializes in five lines of business: Supply Chain Optimization, Freight
Forwarding, Contract Logistics, Distribution & Express, and Road Transport. With a global network spanning nearly
170 countries and more than 44,000 employees, GEODIS is ranked no. 7 in its sector across the world. In 2021,
GEODIS generated €10.9 billion in revenue.
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